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The University of Dayton Research Institute has been awarded a five-year Air
Force contract to perform research in advanced behavior and life prediction of
aerospace materials for the Air Force Research Laboratory, Materials and
Manufacturing Directorate, at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base. The award
ceiling for the indefinite-delivery, indefinite-quantity contract is $42 million.
The overall contract provides for research and development in materials performance assessment and
life-prediction tools to help the Air Force extend the life of, and reduce the cost of sustaining, aircraft
and aircraft components. 
The contract includes an initial work order of $5.3 million; three additional work orders, totaling $16.2
million, are expected in October. Researchers will perform physical experiments as well as computer
modeling and simulation to better understand how materials perform under the types of conditions
they will experience in service environments, which are affected by variables such as stress and
temperature. Researchers will also work to develop more efficient tools to predict expected life of
aerospace materials under service conditions. 
Research efforts will include evaluating the thermal and mechanical performance of metallic and
nonmetallic materials as well as high-temperature composites designed for use in aircraft and
aerospace propulsion systems and structures. 
For more information or interviews, contact Pamela Gregg, University of Dayton Research Institute
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communication administrator, at 937-229-3268.
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Entrepreneurship in China
Two undergraduates from a university in China will travel to campus and compete for $65,000 in cash
prizes in the final round of the University of Dayton’s 10th annual Business Plan Competition on March
5.
READ MORE 
KEEN Mindset
The Kern Family Foundation honored Eddy Rojas, dean of the University of Dayton School of
Engineering, with its 2015 Outstanding Dean Award for his exemplary work within the Kern
Entrepreneurial Engineering Network (KEEN).
READ MORE 
A transformational gift
The University of Dayton Division of Athletics has received one of the largest gifts in the history of the
program from Lori Hausfeld and her family, of Springboro, Ohio.
